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We show that the presence of a no-choice option at the time of choice reduces post-choice counterfactual thoughts and enables

consumers to overcome adversity and persist longer on their chosen path. In a series of 6 studies we demonstrate this effect in actual

behavior and identify the underlying psychological process.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Whether complying with a diet, training, and drug regimens, 

completing reward programs (Kivetz, Urminsky, and Zheng 2006), 
or waiting for service (Janakiraman, Meyer, and Hoch 2011), persis-
tence is important in both long- and short-term goal pursuits. 

Most previous research on persistence has examined factors 
arising after the choice is made and during the goal pursuit process 
(e.g., goal proximity and progress, goal accessibility, resource deple-
tion, etc.). In contrast, this paper focuses on a specific factor that oc-
curs at the time of choice yet still influences consumers’ persistence 
along their chosen path. In particular, we hypothesize that choices 
from rejectable choice sets (which contain a salient and viable no-
choice option) versus forced choice sets (which do not) will increase 
persistence along the chosen path.

When consumers encounter adversity along a chosen path, they 
are likely to have a variety of thoughts and feelings such as regret 
and disappointment (Zeelenberg 1999). Counterfactual thoughts 
such as “was this option the right one for me?” may cause consum-
ers to question whether they should persist or abandon their chosen 
path. We propose that when consumers reflect back on their original 
choice, the mere availability of a no-choice option in the original 
choice set will attenuate their counterfactual thinking and, conse-
quently, increase persistence. In particular, since consumers choos-
ing from rejectable choice sets must determine whether any alterna-
tive is acceptable or “good enough” to be chosen (i.e., is preferable to 
the no-choice option), choices made from rejectable choice sets have 
essentially “passed” the adequacy or acceptability test at the time 
of choice. Therefore, consumers will be less likely to have counter-
factual thoughts regarding the adequacy of their chosen path when 
they have chosen from a rejectable (vs. forced) choice set, and will 
be more likely to persist on that path. This main hypothesis and sug-
gested mechanism is tested across six studies.

Study 1 asks participants to choose a task of their liking (from 
two options) from either a rejectable or forced choice. A “loading” 
screen then appears and participants wait for their chosen task to be-
gin. Unbeknownst to the participants, there is no actual task and the 
main dependent variable is how long they are willing to wait (persist) 
for their chosen task to begin. As expected, participants in the reject-
able choice set (RC) condition waited (persist) significantly longer 
than those in the forced choice set (FC) condition (MRC = 21.27 vs. 
MFC = 16.38; Tarone-Ware χ2 = 6.77, p < .01).

Study 2 extends these results to “active” persistence (persis-
tence in completing an actual task) in an incentive-compatible de-
sign. Further, we demonstrate that the inclusion of a no-choice op-
tion in particular, and not just any undesirable third alternative in 
general, increases persistence. Participants were assigned to one of 
three conditions: forced choice set containing 2 task-options (FC2), 
forced choice set containing 3 task-options (FC3), and rejectable 
choice set containing 2 task-options plus a no-choice option (RC). 
The task participants completed was a word-find puzzle on the topic 
of their choice. As expected, RC condition participants were found to 
persist longer (MRC = 418 seconds) than participants in both the FC2 
condition (290 seconds; F(1, 103) = 6.08, p < .02; plog_time < .052) and 
the FC3 condition (283 seconds; F(1, 103) = 7.30, p < .01; plog_time < 
.012). Thus, this study highlights the unique aspects of the no-choice 
option and its effect on persistence, while examining an active (vs. 
passive) form of persistence in an incentive-compatible design.  

Study 3 demonstrates, again in an incentive-compatible design, 
that the no-choice option must be embedded in the choice set to af-
fect persistence by replicating the previous results despite giving all 
participants the choice of opting-in (or out) prior to choosing a task. 
These results (i) reduce concerns that the reported effect is triggered 
by negative affect (or reactance) among FC participants resulting 
from perceptions of being forced to participate in the task, and (ii) 
demonstrate that simply choosing to do something over nothing can-
not explain differences in persistence found between the RC and FC 
conditions (because all participants actively chose to do something 
by opting in). 

Study 4 shows that choosing from a rejectable (vs. forced) 
choice set impacts persistence only on the chosen task, not other, 
unrelated tasks that also occur after the choice. Thus, the effect is 
task specific and choices made from rejectable choice sets do not 
increase motivation in general. This further supports our contention 
that persistence increases only when the selected option is directly 
vetted against the no-choice option.

In studies 5 and 6 we directly test the underlying mechanism. 
Specifically, we show that increased persistence due to the inclusion 
of a no-choice option is fully mediated by counterfactual thoughts 
(Study 6). Further, we show that the effect of including (or exclud-
ing) the no-choice option is dormant, and becomes “active” only 
when adversity is encountered (Study 5). In the absence of such ad-
versity, counterfactual thoughts are moot.

In summary, this paper examines how merely including a no-
choice option at the time of choice influences consumers’ persis-
tence along their chosen paths. The results of six studies demonstrate 
that the presence of a no-choice option, even if it is undesirable and 
should logically be ignored, increases consumers’ persistence when 
facing adversity along their chosen path. Thus, while previous re-
search explored how factors encountered during goal pursuit impact 
consumers’ persistence, this paper demonstrates that factors encoun-
tered earlier, at the time of choice may have a dormant, yet substan-
tial effect on post-choice persistence.
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